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Abstract—In electrolysis cell chemistry learning material students still experience Difficulties related to chemical material roommates characteristics include three levels of representation macroscopic, submicroscopic, and symbolic. Therefore, the chemistry should be taught by inquiry strategies must be supported a program that is Able to visualize particulate material aspects in an electrolytic cell, such as Augmented Reality. The purpose of this study was to produce guided inquiry-based teaching materials assisted by Augmented Reality on
the topic of electrolysis cells. . The development of teaching materials is Carried out in three stages namely (1) analysis phase, (2) design phase, and (3) development stage. Teaching materials are validated by three expert validator. The
results of the validation Obtained a percentage of 87. 6% for aspects of the assessment in terms of media, 86.1% for aspects of the assessment in terms of material and 87.4% for the readability test. This indicate that the chemistry teaching material that has been developed is included in the very feasible category so
that it can be used as a support in learning activities electrolysis cell material.
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Introduction

One of the goals of chemistry learning is to train students in the science process
skills. Learning science such as chemistry is very important because it can practice
science process skills or inquiry skills to solve problems in students. Therefore, the
science process skills need to be developed. Trianto [11] states that science process
skills have an important role that is to help students learn to develop their minds,
provide opportunities for students to make discoveries, be able to improve memory,
and assist in learning science concepts. The science process skills in students can be
trained by developing inquiry-based learning strategies. Inquiry learning is learning
that emphasizes the process of finding a concept so that it can improve the science
process skills and learning motivation. The implementation of guided inquiry models
can make the learning process more meaningful because students become more active, can increase understanding in linking findings and concepts and be able to improve the ability to think critically and inquiry [13].
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One component supporting the implementation of inquiry-based learning strategies
is the development of teaching materials. To date many inquiry-based teaching materials have been developed. However, the implementation of these teaching materials
still raises other problems. One characteristic of chemistry learning is that it requires
understanding to reach three levels of representation. The problem as stated above
appears in one of the chemical materials, namely electrolysis cells. Herawati's research results [3] revealed that chemistry learning currently only focuses on two levels of representation, namely macroscopic and symbolic representations so students
tend to memorize abstract concepts. This results in students not being able to understand the processes that occur at the particulate level. One effective method to accommodate the need for teaching materials to support submicroscopic aspects is to
present three-dimensional visualization, one of which uses the help of Augmented
Reality technology. AR technology is able to visualize the representation of concepts
with abstract or particulate representations in three dimensions.
Augmented Reality can also be applied in the world of education. Karen Hamilton
and Jorge Olenawa in [10] revealed that the application of technology Augmented
Reality has advantages in the field of education including: (a) it can create contextual
learning in learning skills; (b) can realize the concepts learned; (c) can create better
learning conditions; (d) can be applied to different learning models; (e) learners can
find discoveries in their own way; and (f) there are no consequences if an error occurs
during the learning process.
Ida Wuryandari, and Albarda [4] who used AR technology to study hydrocarbon
bonds in chemical learning to improve student understanding. Kerawalla [7] revealed
that AR can increase students' motivation in applying the real environment from a
variety of new perspectives. Agree with Chang [2] revealed that AR is able to contribute in increasing students' motivation in learning. Based on these explanations, AR
has an important role in the learning process because it can increase students' motivation in learning and finding information related to learning material. AR technology is
a beneficial technology in the process of teaching and learning activities. Through
teaching materials that are equipped with this AR, students are invited to turn images
or abstract objects into semi-real [14].
In its application this application uses instructional media wherein there are markers in teaching materials that will display objects in three dimensions (3D) when
scanned. This application was made to make it easier for high school students to learn
electrolysis cell material, with a good appearance, material and operations so that it is
expected that this application can be accepted to further be applied as a learning medium.
However, this AR technology also has advantages and disadvantages. The advantages possessed include; 1) More interactive, 2) Effective in use, 3) Can be widely
implemented in a variety of media, 4) Simple object modeling, because it only displays a few objects, 5) Easy to operate. In addition, AR also has the advantage to
attract students' attention in learning, be able to create a collaborative learning atmosphere, and make students more independent [14]. The use of AR is also able to help
students' cognitive processes because the process also involves the senses of the eye
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[5], [6]. While the drawbacks are 1) Sensitive with changing viewpoints, 2) Not too
much maker, 3) Requires a lot of memory on the equipment installed.
The purpose of this development is producing a guided inquiry-based chemical
teaching material enriched by Augmented Reality on electrolysis cell material. In
addition, it is also to find out the validity of the developed teaching material. Validation is done by experts and users, where the expert is a chemistry lecturer while the
user is a high school chemistry teacher. Readability test was conducted by 20 students
of class XII of SMA Negeri 2 Pare.

2

Methodology

Development of teaching materials refers to the development model proposed by
Lee and Owens [9], which consists of five stages, including: 1) assessment / analysis
which includes needs assessment and front-end analysis, 2) design, 3) development,
4) implementation, and 5) evaluation. The design of the development of structured
products in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Development Procedure Lee & Owens (2004)

This development is only carried out until the third stage, namely development.
The implementation and evaluation stages were not carried out because of the limited
time, cost and research staff. The stages in this development model are as follows.
2.1

Assessment / Analysis

Phase assessment / analysis is divided into 2 phases Needs Assessment and the
phase of the Front-End Analysis [9].
Needs Assessment: This stage is done by interview and observation methods. Interviews and observations aim to find out the learning activities and learning resources used during the learning process at school.
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Front-End Analysis: Phase front-end analysis consists of several steps: Audience
Analysis, Technology Analysis, Task Analysis, Critical-Incident and Issue Analysis,
Objective Analysis, and Media Analysis.

3

Design

This design phase is a product planning stage in the form of a storyboard that will
be developed into a chemical teaching material product. This stage can be done after
obtaining the data or information needed for development in the previous stage. This
stage includes the activities of making storyboards, designing product specifications
and designing the structure of the material developed in teaching materials.

4

Development

This stage is the stage of developing teaching materials into a real product in accordance with the designs that have been previously designed.
Data collection instruments using a questionnaire that was prepared using a Likert
scale. The questionnaire used for the assessment included two types of questionnaires,
the first instrument was for experts and users while the second instrument was used
for readability testing. Data obtained from the results of the validation and readability
test were analyzed using the following formula.
x 100%
Information:
P: Percentage score
Σx: Total score answers from validator
: Maximum score if all validators give a very decent score
The score obtained in the form of a percentage scale indicates that the teaching material is appropriate or needs to be revised. The criteria for determining the eligibility
of teaching materials can be seen in Table 1.
Table 1. Eligibility Criteria Subjects
Percentage (%)
0% - 20%
21% - 40%
41% - 60%
61% - 80%
81% - 100%
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Criteria
Not feasible
Less worthy
fairly decent
worthy
very Decent
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Result and Discussion

The product of this development is in the form of teaching materials in the form of
A6-sized pocket books equipped with AR. Teaching materials consist of two components, namely supporting components and content components. Supporting components consist of a cover or cover, preface, table of contents, instructions for use, basic
competencies, learning objectives, concept maps, chemical info, let's get to know,
bibliography, and profile page. The content component includes content material that
consists of three chapters, each chapter consisting of seven levels. Each level is a step
in the guided inquiry learning model. The first chapter discusses the basic concepts of
electrolysis cells, the second chapter discusses reactions to electrolysis cells, and the
third chapter discusses Faraday's Law. At the end of this teaching material is also
equipped with a final evaluation to measure students' understanding of the electrolysis
cell material that is equipped with features students can see the score obtained and the
answer key after working on the evaluation.
Based on the development procedure according to Lee & Owens [9] which consists
of several stages, the following results are obtained. In the first stage, the Phase is
Assessment / Analysis divided into 2 namely the Needs Assessment stage and the
stage Front-End Analysis. The needs assessment phase is carried out using interview
and observation methods. Interviews and observations aim to find out the learning
activities and learning resources used during the learning process at SMA Negeri 2
Pare. The front-end analysis phase is further divided into several stages, first the audience analysis, based on observations it can be seen how the learning process takes
place, students' responses to the teacher, and how students receive the material delivered by the teacher. This information can be used by researchers in adjusting teaching
material to be developed.
Second, the Technology Analysis, this stage is an analysis of the availability of
technology owned by students. Facilities owned by students are smartphones and
laptops. In addition, the wifi network is also available at school. The task analysis
phase is carried out in the selection of material to be studied in teaching materials.
The material that can be chosen is the material that is considered difficult to be understood by students. The Phase is Critical-Incident and Issue Analysis carried out to
determine which material is already understood by students and which material is not
yet understood by students, so that by determining material that is already understood
and not understood by students the researcher can determine the part of material that
must be taught with more dominant and not. This is done to maximize the solution of
existing problems. Electrolysis cell material is considered quite difficult because the
students' understanding is only at a sufficient stage.
Next, the stage Objective Analysis, Preparation of teaching materials that are developed based on the Basic Competency (KD) pair 3.6 and 4.6 sub-subject electrolysis cells. The selected material is identified in relation to the formulation of learning
objectives in accordance with predetermined basic competencies. Phase Media Analysis aims to determine the type of teaching materials that are suitable to be applied in
accordance with field conditions.
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This design phase is the product planning stage in the form of a storyboard that will
be developed into a chemical teaching material product. At this stage consists of several activities which include the manufacturing of storyboards for teaching materials,
designing product specifications and designing the structure of the material developed
in these teaching materials. The storyboard that has been made will be consulted and
validated by a supervisor who will then be developed into a product of teaching materials.
This development phase is the stage of developing teaching materials into a real
product in accordance with the designs that have been previously designed. The development of teaching materials begins with developing the elements in teaching
materials in accordance with the design on the storyboard that has been made, ranging
from text, audio, video, images, 2D animation and 3D animation. Furthermore, when
the developed product is finished, validation is done to the expert validator. Some
examples of pictures of teaching materials that have been developed as follows.
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Fig. 2. Some parts of teaching materials

Fig. 3. Animations Augmented Reality of electrolysis KI solution
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Fig. 4. Animations Augmented Reality of melted of NaCl

The learning steps in the teaching material developed are game based. The steps in
learning are made up of many missions, so students are asked to complete missions
during the learning process. So, students like playing a game that consists of many
missions and must complete each mission given, because in each mission has its own
challenges. The involvement of games in learning really helps students to increase
motivation in learning. Learning that can be done anywhere with the help of books
and mobile phones can increase student motivation and the test can be done easily.
Many studies have proven that game-based learning can increase student motivation.
the game in learning will make the learning process more fun and able to increase
student motivation [8]. Teaching materials created by adding game applicatives can
increase learning interest and help students' cognitive processes to learn [1].
The results obtained by quantitative data and qualitative data. Quantitative analysis
is done by calculating the average score of scoring from various aspects provided by
an expert validator of three people. While qualitative data is obtained from comments
and suggestions that have been given and will be used as consideration in making
product revisions. Data validation results are presented as follows.
5.1

Results validation media
Table 2. Results of Overall Aspect Media Validation by the Third Validator

No.
Rated aspect
1 feasibility Presentation
2 Use of Animation and Augmented Reality
3 presentation Figure
Average

P (%)
88.6
84.1
90.1
87.6

Criteria
very Decent
very Decent
very Decent
very Decent

Based on the results of the validation of media experts it can be concluded that this
teaching material is very suitable for use in learning electrolysis cell material with a
percentage of 87.6%.
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5.2

Validation results matter
Table 3. Validation Results Matter of Overall Aspects by Third Validator

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Rated aspect
Basic Competency (KD) and Learning Objectives
Presentation of Concept Maps
Feasibility of Grammar
Sub Material Cycle I: Material Concept Electrolysis Cells
Sub Material Cycle II: Material Reaction On Electrolysis Cells
Sub Materials III: Faraday's Law Matter
Average

P (%)
86.7
80.0
86.7
88.3
87.9
87.1
86.1

Criteria
very Decent
worthy
very Decent
very Decent
very Decent
very Decent
very Decent

Based on the validation results matter experts concluded that these materials are
very appropriate to use the learning materials electrolysis cell with a percentage of
86.1%.
5.3

Analysis of student readability test results

After validation by the expert, the reading material can be read out for 20 students
of class XII SMAN 2 Pare. Readability test aims to determine the readability of teaching materials. Data obtained from the readability test in the form of quantitative and
qualitative data. Data obtained from the readability test is presented in Table 4 below.
After validation by experts, these materials can be tested legibility to 20 class XII
students of SMAN 2 Pare. Readability test aims to determine the legibility of teaching
materials. Data obtained from the test of legibility in the form of quantitative and
qualitative data. Data obtained from the legibility test are presented in Table 4 below.
Table 4. Readability Test Results
No.
1
2
3
4

Rated aspect
material aspects
aspects of Media
Aspects of Instructional Materials
Aspects of Augmented Reality
Average

P (%)
86.9
89.3
88.9
84.6
87.4

Criteria
Very Decent
Very Decent
Very Decent
Very Decent
Very Decent

Based on the results of the readability test, it can be concluded that this teaching
material is very suitable for use in learning electrolysis cell material with a readability
percentage of 87.4%. Comments and Suggestions from the results of the readability
test by 20 grade XII students of SMAN 2 Pare are shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Comments and Suggestions Readability Test
To-student
4
5
8
12
15
16
19

6

Comments and Suggestions
Already following the technology only a few mobile phones do not support the application
The animation is funny and attracts interest in learning electrolysis material
The material presented is good, I can understand easily
The animation is funny and attracts interest in learning electrolysis material
Provides supporting applications to make it easier for users
More and more animation is displayed
More and more animation is displayed

Conclusion

The final form of product that has been developed is guided inquiry-based teaching
material enriched by Augmented Reality on electrolysis cell material with a validity
of 87.6% for media validity, 86.1% for material validity, and 87.4% for readability
testing. This teaching material is in the form of a pocket book in A6 size. In the book
consists of three learning chapters, where each chapter consists of seven levels of
learning activities which are stages of the guided inquiry model. Learning activities
are carried out online by scanning the qr code provided in the book. The book is
equipped with learning media such as learning videos, two-dimensional animation,
and Augmented Reality animation.
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